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Proton in a Confined Space: Synthesis of H+�Crypt-111 Iodide
and some Halogen-Bonded Derivatives

Vijith Kumar,[a] Tullio Pilati,[a] Silvio Quicik,[b] Michele R. Chierotti,[c] Carlo Nervi,[c]

Roberto Gobetto,[c] and Giuseppe Resnati*[a]

Abstract: Experimental observations and modeling data are
reported on the solid-state structural features of cryp-
t-111·HI (1) and the three-component co-crystals that 1
forms with a,w-diiodoperfluoroalkanes 2 a–d. X-ray analyses
indicate that, in all five systems and at low temperature, the
caged proton is covalently bonded to a single nitrogen
atom and is involved in a network of intramolecular hydro-
gen bonds. In contrast, room-temperature, solid-state
15N NMR spectroscopy suggests magnetic equivalency of the
two N atoms of crypt-111 in both 1 and co-crystals of 1 with
diiodoperfluoroalkanes. Computational modelling confirms
that the acidic hydrogen inside the cavity preferentially sits

along the internitrogen axis and is covalently bonded to one
nitrogen. The computed energy barriers suggest that the
hopping of the encapsulated proton between the two
N atoms of the cage can occur in the halogen-bonded co-
crystals of 1·2, but it is less evident&&ok?&& in the pure
H+�crypt-111 iodide 1. These different pictures of the
proton position and dynamics obtained by using different
techniques and conditions confirm the unique characteristics
of the confined space within the cavity of crypr-111 and the
distinctive features of processes occurring therein.&&title
slightly altered, ok?&&

Most of the present knowledge on chemical phenomena is re-
lated to molecules dwelling in open three dimensional (3D)
space for example, of a gas or a liquid phase. This information
typically loses most of its validity when molecules are in a con-
fined space. For instance, when reactions take place within a
two dimensional (2D) space, for example, when the reagents
are adsorbed on a solid–liquid or solid–vacuum interface, the
composition and morphology of the surface may allow for
sluggish or prohibited reactions to proceed efficiently and
unique selectivities may be observed.[1] Also one dimensio-
nal (1D) confined spaces offer distinctive opportunities, for ex-
ample, the synthesis of nanorods in the nanochannels of or-

ganic or inorganic membranes.[2] When molecules are restrain-
ed in a cage, a zero-dimensional (0 D) confined space, their
motion is mostly restricted and intermolecular interactions can
be amplified[3] or the half-life of fleeting and reactive species
can be extended.[4] In a cage, binding characteristics[5] as well
as reactivity[6] and catalysis[7] may gain strong improvements in
rate, selectivity, and yields. Unique and useful results can thus
be achieved in different fields such as materials fabrication by
self-assembly,[8] structural characterization at the nanogram
scale,[9] and assessment of the mechanism-of-action of new
drugs.[10]

Proton transfer is probably one of the most ubiquitous pro-
cesses in chemical systems. It continuously occurs in water,[11]

is a crucial step in many reactions,[12] plays a key role in the
action mechanism of small molecules and complex macromo-
lecules of biological interest,[13] and impacts the structure and
properties of molecular and polymeric materials.[14] Single,
dual, and multiple proton transfer, either stepwise or correlat-
ed have been observed; the occurrence of a given phenomen-
on being dependent on the involved (macro)molecule(s) and
the environment. The distinctive features of proton transfer in
a confined space have also been studied both in artificial and
natural systems[15] and phenomena as distinctive as proton
tunneling have been noted.[11b, 16]

4,10,15-Trioxa-1,7-diazabicyclo[5.5.5]heptadecane (crypt-111),
the smallest cryptand and an effective proton sponge, was first
reported in 1972 by Cheney and Lehn.[17a] The most stable con-
formation of crypt-111, which directs the two nitrogen lone
pairs inside the cavity (in–in conformation),[18] is a rather weak
base (pKa1 = 7.1). Under kinetic control monoprotonation
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occurs outside the cavity with a fast inversion of configuration
at one nitrogen, and the formed in–out+ cation can be further
protonated, with a second inversion at nitrogen, to give the
out+–out+ dication (pKa2�1) or can slowly convert (k = 2.3 �
10�4 s�1) into the more stable conformer bearing the proton
inside the cavity (in–in+ or H+�crypt-111 monocation). As a
further indication of the unique kinetic and thermodynamic
properties of a proton inside the cavity of crypt-111, the reac-
tion H2O + crypt-111(in–in))�*OH�+ H+�crypt-111 has a
DG8�20 kJmol�1; thus water dissociation is highly favored in
the presence of crypt-111 that is favored by proton encapsula-
tion. Crypt-111 can also bear two protons inside the cavity (in+

–in+ or 2H+�crypt-111 dication) and the thermodynamic sta-
bility of the second protonation is similar to that of ordinary
tertiary amines (the reaction H2O + H+�crypt-111)�*OH�+ 2-
H+�crypt-111 has a DG8�35 kJmol�1). The combination of
these and other properties enables for the use of H+

�crypt-111 as a “molecular burette”, in other words a molecu-
lar device for the slow and continuous release of protons and
automatic titrations monitored using spectrophotometric[19] or
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques.[20]

The readily available information on crypt-111 protonation in
solution contrasts with the poor information available on the
structural and dynamic aspects of protonated crypt-111 in the
solid state. No atomic coordinates are available in the Cam-
bridge Structural Database (CSD, ConQuest 1.19 version) for
H+�crypt-111 species,[21] with only selected data for H+

�crypt-111 picrate being reported.[22] The proton location and
motion in other proton sponges, for example, 1,8-dimethylami-
nonaphtalene[23] and its analogues,[24] have been extensively
studied, but the same features have never been investigated
for H+�crypt-111 in the solid state. Herein we describe some
experimental observations and theoretical calculations on the
H+�crypt-111 cation. Specifically, we report the single crystal
X-ray structure, the 15

N CPMAS spectra, and some modelling of
H+�crypt-111 iodide 1 and its adducts 1·2 a–d where the
iodide anion is halogen bonded to a,w-diiodoperfluoroalkane-
s 2 a–d (Scheme 1). Different results regarding the proton posi-
tion and dynamics are obtained depending on the technique
used, possibly as a consequence of the different time scales
and temperatures employed. Moreover, the H+�crypt-111
cation seems to have an energetically quite flat conformational
landscape, and this feature is also influential on the structural
characteristics of the studied systems confirming the tendency

of crypt-111 to induce unique characteristics in processes oc-
curring within its cavity.[25]

Results and Discussion

Structural characterization of H+�crypt-111 iodide (1)

H+�Crypt-111 iodide was prepared following reported proce-
dures[26] and crystals suitable for single crystal analyses were
obtained through isothermal evaporation of an ethanol solu-
tion. Diffraction data for H+�crypt-111 iodide 1 and its halo-
gen-bonded co-crystals 1·2 a–d were all collected at 100 K and
were good enough to allow for an assessment of the structural
details of the of H+�crypt-111 moiety. Importantly, the acidic
proton inside the cryptand cavity was experimentally located
from the Fourier difference map.

H+�Crypt-111 iodide 1 is in the hexagonal P63/m space
group with Z = 2. The crystal shows high symmetry that is re-
lated to the mirror plane through the three oxygen atoms of
crypt-111. The cation adopts an in–in+ conformation (Figure 1)

with a rugby-ball shape (intramolecular N�N and O�O separa-
tions are 369.6 and 364.7 pm, Table S.4 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). In–out+ and out–out+ conformations have been ob-
served in solution,[17] but the in–in arrangement is the most
stable for the free cryptand and the protonated derivatives in
the gas,[18] liquid,[17] and solid[22] phases. The nitrogen atoms
adopt a distorted tetrahedral conformation (]C�N�C =

112.908).
The encapsulated proton is observed the Fourier difference

map on the axis bisecting the two nitrogen atoms. The H+

�crypt-111 is centered&&ok?&& on the 3/m special posi-
tion and the proton is consequently split over two equipopu-
lated positions around the mirror plane. This disordered
proton was refined with a fixed distance of 93 pm from the N
atom. This splitting may result from an orientational disorder

Scheme 1. Chemical formulas of starting tectons 1 and 2 a–d, and formed
three-component co-crystals 1·2 a–d.

Figure 1. Partial ball-and-stick representation (Mercury 3.9) of the crystal
packing of H+�crypt-111 iodide 1 along c (right) and approximately along
a (left). The mirror plane through the oxygen atoms is represented in pink.
The hydrogen atoms on nitrogen atoms correspond to a 50 % occupancy.
Color codes: gray, carbon; white, hydrogen; blue, nitrogen; red, oxygen; ma-
genta, iodine.
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of the H+�crypt-111 moiety in the crystal packing where it is
adopting two alternating dispositions relative to the mirror
plane that bisects the three oxygen atoms.&&ok?&& Alter-
natively the disorder may result from hopping of the hydrogen
between the nitrogen atoms of a cryptand molecule. This
latter possibility was unlikely as the barrier height for the pro-
cess has been computed as high as 17 kcal mol�1.[27] To rule
out this possibility, we decided to pursue further information
and to analyze the three-component co-crystals 1·2 a–d on the
assumption that the expected lower symmetry of these sys-
tems might prevent orientational disorder.

Structural characterization of co-crystals 1·2 a–d

Preparation

When 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-diazabicyclo[8.8.8] hexaco-
sane (crypt-222) encapsulates the cation of alkaline halides,
halogen bonded[28] adducts are frequently obtained upon self-
assembly with iodoperfluorocarbons[29] and other halogen
bond (XB) donors.[30] Probably, cation cryptation boosts the
electron-donor ability of halides and enables them to work as
effective XB acceptors (donors of electron density). We expect-
ed that iodide anions of 1 would behave as naked anions and
showcase an XB-acceptor ability as good as that of cation+

�crypt-222 iodides. Indeed, upon slow isothermal evaporation
at room temperature of ethanol solutions containing cryptand
1 and bis-homologue a,w-diiodoperfluorocarbons 2 a–d in a
1:1.5 ratio, the three-component co-crystals 1·2 a–d were ob-
tained. This starting tecton ratio was used because co-crystals
with this stoichiometry are typically obtained upon self-assem-
bly of cation+�crypt-222 iodides with a,w-iodoperfluorocar-
bons.[28, 29]

Melting points of 1·2 a–d were sharp and different from
starting tectons 1 and 2 a–d, thus confirming the expected for-
mation of supramolecular adducts rather than physical mix-
tures. IR spectra of 1·2 a–d showed the presence of peaks of
both 1 and 2 a–d and the changes in peak frequency and in-
tensity were consistent with the presence of XB.[28, 29] For in-
stance, the nC�F stretching peaks at 1147 and 1096 cm�1 in 2 a
and at 1192 and 1128 cm�1 in 2 b were located at 1112 and
1082 cm�1 in 1·2 a and at 1178 and 1116 cm�1 in 1·2 b. Similar
redshifts for peaks in the 1200–1000 cm�1 region were shown
for 1·2 c,d compared to non-complexed&&ok?&& 2 c,d
(Table S.1 in the Supporting Information).

Structural characterization of the supramolecular anions

Single-crystal X-ray analyses show that some of the structural
features of the supramolecular anions are the same in all the
three-component co-crystals 1·2 a–d, whereas some others are
common to 1·2 b–d only; the three systems are mutually simi-
lar. For instance, 1·2 a–d crystallize in the triclinic P<�->1
space group and Z is 2 in 1·2 a and 1 in 1·2 b–d.&&confusion
of Z vs. Z’? Z = 2 for P-1 but Z = 1 for P1?&& Two of the unit
cell axes are nearly the same in 1·2 b–d, (the a and b dimen-
sions differ by between 10.81–10.95 and 11.03–11.05 pm, re-
spectively)&&ok?&& indicating similarities in those two ori-

entations. In contrast, the c axis increases with the perfluor-
oalkyl chain length and varies from 13.50 pm in 1·2 b to
16.84 pm in 1·2 d.

Along with the cation–anion electrostatic attractions, the C�
I···I� XBs are by far the strongest interactions in the systems
and are responsible for the self-assembly of iodide 1 with diio-
doperfluorocarbons 2 a–d.[28, 29] As expected, iodide anions in
1·2 a–d behave as tridentate donors of electron density and
bind three different iodine atoms belonging to three distinct
perfluoroalkyl chains, which, in turn work as bidentate and tel-
echelic acceptors of electron density. Similarly to analogous
systems and as expected for strong XBs,[28, 29] I···I� interactions
are quite short and approximately aligned with&&ok?&&

the C�I covalent bond in all four co-crystals. Specifically, I···I�

separations and ]C�I···I� angles span the ranges 345.4–
351.9 pm and 167.808–178.688, respectively. These separations
are longer than the average covalent I�I bond (266.6 pm) but
shorter than the sum of van der Waals radius for an iodine
atom (198 pm) and the Pauling ionic radius for an iodide anion
(216 pm). (These separations correspond to normalized con-
tacts Nc[31] varying from 0.83–0.85.) The three XBs around
iodide ions define a distorted triangle&&ok?&& and fairly
planar pattern as the three ]I···I�···I angles vary in the ranges
70.718–77.328, 130.308–137.738, and 144.168–156.468.

In the crystal packing of 1·2 a, diiodoperfluoroethane mole-
cules and iodide anions give rise to halogen-bonded hexago-
nal systems forming helixes which develop along the crystallo-
graphic b axis and have six iodide anions and six diiodoethane
molecules along the pitch of the helix (Figure 2, top). In con-
trast, the crystal packing of 1·2 b co-crystals contains parallel
ribbons of halogen-bonded anions and supramolecular anions
formed by rhombic frames wherein iodide anions and iodoper-
fluorocarbons are the vertexes and the sides, respectively
(Figure 2, bottom). Co-crystals 1·2 c,d present supramolecular
anionic ribbons similar to 1·2 b.

The formation of remarkably short and directional XBs in
1·2 a–d co-crystals is a clear indication that crypt-111 is quite
effective in cryptating the proton of hydrogen iodide and in

Figure 2. Ball-and-stick representation (Mercury 3.9) of the supramolecular
anion in 1·2 a (top) and 1·2 b (bottom). The views approximately along the b
axis (top) and along the a axis (bottom) show the hexagonal-helical system
and the ribbon, respectively. Color codes: Gray, carbon; green, fluorine; ma-
genta, iodine; black dotted lines, halogen bonds.
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generating naked and nucleophilic iodide anions. This behavior
parallels the ability of crypt-222 to form naked and nucleophil-
ic iodides from alkaline iodides and may lad to numerous and
useful synthetic opportunities.

Perfluoroalkyl derivatives have a strong tendency to segre-
gate from both polar and apolar compounds and this tenden-
cy increases with the length of the perfluorinated chain.[32] It is
thus not surprising that in the overall crystal packing of 1·2 b–
d, the fluorinated ribbons further organize into fluorinated and
anionic layers which alternate with hydrocarbon and cationic
layers (Figure 3).

Structural characterization of supramolecular cation
H+�crypt-111

Some structural features of cation H+�crypt-111 in co-crystal-
s 1·2 a–d and in pure H+�crypt-111 iodide 1 are similar, and
others are not. Co-crystals 1·2 a–d have a lower symmetry than
pure 1 and this may be the cause for the lower symmetry
adopted by the H+�crypt-111 cation in 1·2 a–d than in 1.
Moreover, as it is the case for the respective halogen-bonded
supramolecular anions, the H+�crypt-111 cation has very simi-
lar structures in co-crystals 1·2 b–d whereas it shows some
unique characteristics in 1·2 a. In all four co-crystals 1·2 a–d the
cryptand adopts the thermodynamically more stable in–in con-
formation with the two N atom lone pairs directed inward
toward the cavity and adopting a distorted tetrahedral confor-
mation (]C�N�C angles span the range 111.018–116.648,
Table S.4). Two different such supramolecular cations are pres-
ent in the unit cell of 1·2 a and both of them assume a more
elongated shape than in 1. In contrast, the cation adopts a
single conformation in the unit cell of 1·2 b–d and it has a sig-
nificantly less elongated conformation than in 1·2 a and pure 1
(the mean values of intramolecular N–N and O–O separations
are 380.5 and 349.2 pm in 1·2 a and 303.5 and 416.0 pm in
1·2 b–d, respectively). The Fourier difference map gives a defin-
itive location for the acidic hydrogen inside the cavity, which is
bonded to one nitrogen atom (the N�H separations from the
Fourier difference map are 85 pm for both the independent
units in 1·2 a and 93, 99, and 88 pm for 1·2 b, 1·2 c, and 1·2 d,
respectively). Three intramolecular H···O hydrogen bonds in the
range 220.0–245.7 pm (corresponding to Nc values[31] in the

range 0.81–0.97) constrain the atom in place in 1·2 a–d but
these interactions might also assist hydrogen hopping be-
tween the nitrogen atoms (see below). In co-crystals 1·2 b–d,
where H+�crypt-111 is more spherical, a quite short H···N hy-
drogen bond is also present (Nc in the range 0.77–0.80).

Consistent with this finding that the proton is bonded to
one nitrogen atom, the geometric features at the two N atoms
of crypr-111 are different from each other. C�N bond lengths
in amines are typically shorter than in respective protonated
derivatives and the mean values for such bond lengths at the
protonated and non-protonated nitrogen atoms in 1·2 a–d are
145.6 and 149.9 pm, respectively. Consistent with the general
trend that protonation enhances the tetrahedral character of
an amine nitrogen, the positively charged nitrogen atom in H+

�crypt-111 shows a smaller mean ]C�N�C angle and a great-
er distance from the plane through the three bonded carbon
atoms than for the neutral nitrogen. (In one of the two inde-
pendent cations in the crystal of 1·2 a these values are 112.308
vs. 116.338 and 42.5 vs. 28.2 pm, respectively ; Table S.4). Finally,
in co-crystals 1·2 a–d the iodide anion is invariably closer to
one nitrogen atom of crypt-111 than to the other. The position-
ing of the iodide anion is obviously influenced by the location
of the proton and the difference between the two nitrogen–
iodide separations is a further indication that the caged proton
resides on one nitrogen. Indeed, the mean values of the short-
est I�–NH+ and I�–N distances are 464.3 and 608.1 pm, respec-
tively.

Solid-state 15N NMR characterization of H+�crypt-111
iodide (1) and co-crystal 1·2 c

Solid-state NMR investigations were performed on samples of
crypt-111·HI (1) and co-crystal 1·2 c to obtain information about
the protonation site and the possible occurrence of dynamic
processes. Solid-state NMR (SSNMR) can provide clear insights
on the proton location by virtue of its inherent multinuclear
and multiparametric nature.[33] Ultrafast proton transfer rates
involving tautomeric equilibria in crystalline powders have
been successfully obtained by spin-lattice relaxation measure-
ments with cross-polarization magic angle spinning nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (CPMAS NMR).[34] In particu-
lar, the 15N chemical shift is a useful parameter for the location
of the hydrogen in protonated nitrogen systems. 15N NMR is
especially suited to study proton transfer in systems involving
O�H···N and N�H···N interactions, owing to the fact that the re-
spective nitrogen is directly involved in the H bond, whereas
other atoms act as spectators. For example, protonation of ali-
phatic amines shows upfield shifts&&ok?&& in the order of
10–25 ppm.[35] In Figure 4 the room-temperature 15

N CPMAS
NMR spectra of 1 and 1·2 c are assembled. A single line is ob-
served at 30.5 and 32.3 ppm for 1 and 1·2 c, respectively, indi-
cating either an equivalence of the nitrogen atoms arising
from a fast proton transfer or from a proton positioned be-
tween the two N atoms.&&ok?&& To discriminate between
the two possibilities a variable-temperature investigation (4–
20 K with custom probes) should be performed. Unfortunately
such low-temperature experiments are precluded by the very

Figure 3. Space-filling representation (Mercury 3.9) of the overall crystal
packing of co-crystals 1·2 c (left) and 1·2 d (right) along the crystallographic
a axis showing the segregation of supramolecular anions. Color code: Gray,
carbon; white, hydrogen; green, fluorine; red, oxygen; magenta, iodine.
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long acquisition times required for recording 15
N spectra at

natural abundance.
The difference between the proton position and dynamic

behavior&&ok?&& obtained using X-ray and NMR analyses
might not be surprising as it is well known that different con-
clusions regarding these features can be drawn depending on
the time scale of the technique used to probe hydrogen. This
is known for the case of enolic tautomerization for acetylaceto-
nate where ultrafast electron diffraction data reveal the pres-
ence of an asymmetric structure,[36] whereas microwave data
clearly show a C2v symmetry.[37] Alternatively, the observed dif-
ference might be attributed to the difference in the tempera-
tures of the two experimental procedures.

DFT calculations

As suggested above, the single peak for nitrogen atoms in
NMR spectra of 1 and the co-crystal 1·2 c could arise from a dy-
namic process involving the hydrogen hopping from one
N atom to the other. However, previous calculations at the HF/
6-31G level tend to exclude this interpretation as the corre-
sponding energy barrier was computed as high as
71 kJ mol�1.[27] To shed light on these contrasting indications,
we performed DFT calculations at a higher level, namely with
the DFT method B97-D3 and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. This
approach, that includes the D3 version of Grimme’s dispersion
method with the Becke–Johnson damping Scheme, has been
suggested to give reasonably good results for hydrogen-
bonded systems treated with a double z basis set.[38] A detailed
investigation of H+�crypt-111 by DFT reveals that in solution
the proton internalization is favored and occurs via a low
energy barrier (3.2 kJ mol�1) pathway after external protonation
at an oxygen atom. The proton bound through a dative-cova-
lent bond to a nitrogen atom inside the cage is at an energy
minimum and the proton hopping between the two N atoms
proceeds with an energy barrier of 11.8 kJ mol�1 (see the Sup-
porting Information).

Solid-state DFT calculations, by means of Quantum Espresso,
were performed on the crystal structure of 1. The P63/m hexag-
onal cell (No. 176) contains two H+�crypt-111 cations per unit
cell where the proton is covalently bound to one nitrogen but
the positions are randomized through orientational disorder of
H+�crypt-111 cation. This random location results in four dif-

ferent unit cells, namely four couples of H+�crypt-111 cations,
differing from each other in the relative position of the proton.
The N atoms can be protonated (Type 1) or not protonated
(Type 0)&&ok?&& and the four possible unit cells can be
represented as 0101, 1010, 0110, and 1001. For example, in the
0101 cell (Figure 5) the endo-protonation occurs at N2 and N4

(if N atoms are numbered from left to right, from 1 to 4). All
the four possible structures were optimized, and the geome-
tries were almost identical to the starting randomized cell. The
calculations converged&&ok?&& into two couples of two
equivalent cells, the 0101–1010 couple being 16 kJ mol�1 lower
in energy than the 0110–1001 couple. The 0101 cell is used for
the rest of the discussion.

The internal transfer of the proton between the two
N atoms was computationally investigated in the solid state by
means of the Nudged Elastic Band calculations, adopting the
“climbing image” optimization Scheme, as implemented in
Quantum Espresso. The process occurs via a “breathing” path-
way, similar to that outlined for the cation in solution (see the
Supporting Information). However, in this case complications
arise from the presence of two molecules in the cell. Two
types of transition states are possible and they can be better
understood by inspecting Figure 5. If the proton transfer in-
volves N1 and N2 (the transfer between N3 and N4 being ex-
cluded&&ok?&&), the first transition state is associated
with the transformation of 0101 into 1001 (0101!1001 pro-
cess) and corresponds to an activation energy of 42.6 kJ mol�1.
The second transition state is associated with the inverse
proton transfer (1001!0101 process) and the corresponding
activation energy is 27.2 kJ mol�1. The difference between the
two transition states is mainly influenced by different stabilities
of the two couples of conformers. Similar considerations are
applied to Nudged Elastic Band calculations of 1·2 c. In this co-
crystal, the activation barriers are 11.3 and 4.2 kJ mol�1 for the
0101!1001 and 1001!0101 processes, respectively.&&ok?
&& Although the energy barrier values for 1·2 c are some-
what compatible with the proton dynamic motion suggested
by SSNMR, in the case of 1 they are too high.

Previous studies indicated that several parameters need to
be considered in the modelling of proton location and dynam-

Figure 4. 15
N CPMAS spectra (40.56 MHz) of 1 and 1·2 c recorded at a spin-

ning speed of 15 KHz.

Figure 5. The optimized structure (0101) of 1. Numbering of nitrogen atoms
is in blue. Color code for atoms: Gray, carbon; white, hydrogen atoms out-
side the cage; yellow, hydrogen atoms inside the cage; red, oxygen; blue,
nitrogen; brown, iodine.
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ics. The strength and symmetry of the hydrogen bond(s) in-
volving a proton are often qualitatively correlated with the
average hydrogen bond length[39] and are key properties influ-
encing the dynamic behavior of the proton. Other influential
features are the quantum nature of the proton, the zero-point
motion, the quantum delocalization, and the quantum tunne-
ling.[11a, 40] It has been found that proton tunneling accounted
for the low energy barrier (in comparison with the computed
one&&unclear, aren’t both systems computed?&&) of the
trans–trans isomerization in hydrogen-bonded porphycene;[16]

a system with proton dynamism similar to that for 1. Although
the optimized structure of 1 shows a relatively large value of
the intramolecular N–N distance, we found that shortening of
the N–N distance, accessible through thermal motion, lowers
the energy barrier of the proton hopping both in the solid
state (NEB calculations) and in solution. This strengthens the
intramolecular hydrogen bond (see the Supporting Informa-
tion), which may favor a possible proton tunneling. If tunnel-
ing does occur, it might enable the proton hopping in 1.

Conclusion

X-ray data indicate that in both 1 and the three-component
co-crystals 1·2 a–d the proton that is encapsulated within the
cavity of crypt-111 is covalently bonded to a single nitrogen
atom, and is further involved in a network of intramolecular
N�H···O and/or N�H···N hydrogen bonds. Crystallographic data
also indicate that the geometry at the two N atoms of
crypt-111 is the same in 1 but different in 1·2 a–d. On the
other hand 15N solid-state NMR spectra clearly points to the
magnetic equivalency of the two N atoms of crypt-111 in both
1 and 1·2 c. Modeling confirms that protonation inside the
cavity is favored, that the acidic hydrogen sits preferentially
along the internitrogen axis, and the hydrogen is covalently
bonded to one nitrogen. The computed energy barriers sug-
gest that hopping of the caged proton between the two N
atoms of the cage can occur in the halogen bonded co-crys-
tal 1·2 c but it cannot in the pure H+�crypt-111 iodide 1.

A plausible rationalization of the unique structure of H+

�crypt-111 cation in crystalline 1 (where the proton is cova-
lently bound to one N atom, even though crypt-111 has a
mirror plane bisecting three O atoms) is that the symmetric
conformation of the cryptand arises from a combination of
1) the tendency of the proton to be covalently bound to one
nitrogen, 2) the flat conformational landscape of H+�crypt-111
cation, and 3) the overall packing requirements in the crystal.
&&ok?&& In other words, in accord with modelling indica-
tions that H+�crypt-111 can undergo conformational change
with minor energy variations, minimization of the crystalliza-
tion energy&&ok?&& occurs when the high symmetry of
the packing and of the anion lattice elicits a symmetrical con-
formation for H+�crypt-111 cation so that orientational disor-
der in the symmetric anion lattice is favored. The conformation
adopted by H+�crypt-111 cation in 1 is thus a fine example of
mutually induced fitting.

As a consequence of the confined space of the cavity of
crypt-111, the proton in H+�crypt-111 cation is proven to have

unique features in the solid state; the flat conformational land-
scape of the cryptand, the resulting tunable internitrogen dis-
tance, and the variable network of hydrogen bonds involving
the proton all playing a role in the proton location and dynam-
ic behavior.

Finally it is interesting to observe that in co-crystals 1·2 a–d
iodide anions are effectively involved in the formation of short
and directional halogen bonds.[29] To our knowledge, this is the
first indication that the naked iodide anions generated by
crypt-111 upon interaction with hydrogen iodide are as nucleo-
philic as those generated by crypt-222 from alkaline iodides.
This finding may open the way for numerous and useful syn-
thetic opportunities.
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Proton in a Confined Space: Synthesis
of H+�Crypt-111 Iodide and some
Halogen-Bonded Derivatives

H-hop on lockdown : Experimental ob-
servations and modeling data are re-
ported on the solid-state structural fea-
tures of crypt-111·HI (1) and the three-
component co-crystals that 1 forms
with a,w-diiodoperfluoroalkanes 2 a–d.
X-ray analyses indicate that the caged
proton is covalently bonded to a single
nitrogen atom at room temperature. In
contrast, room-temperature, solid-state
15N NMR spectroscopy suggests mag-
netic equivalency of the two N atoms of
crypt-111 in both 1 alone and co-crystal-
ized with diiodoperfluoroalkanes.
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